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Business Professionalism
Are You Measuring Up to Your Goals?

How many times in the course of a week do you ask yourself: “How professional was that
person” when they conducted business with you? Many of us do. Business professionalism,
particularly when providing a service, cannot be overlooked.

An operational definition of a business professional is a person in an organization (or a self-employed
person) who exhibits high standards of performance in self-management and interpersonal
behavior. Business professionals are lifelong learners who reflect on (monitor and evaluate) their
performance (knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviors) to improve it.

There are four major pillars in business professionalism:
• Professional formation (development and reflective practice)
• Presence/image
• Communications
• Self-management

Being a business professional requires balance between doing and thinking. It is about being assertive
and decisive, yet appropriate. And it is about discernment and judgment in terms of lifelong learning
and continuous process improvement. Those characteristics are the hallmark of a business professional.
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From the CEO Down
Creating a Workforce of Brand Zealots

Most CEOs would agree that their employees are their single greatest asset. Yet, as the CEO,
if you could turn those workers into the living, breathing embodiment of your brand,
just think about the possibilities for your company!

Successful internal brand adoption results in employees that are brand zealots – so loyal and
committed to the company that they sell it, defend it and protect it 24 hours a day. One top-of-mind
company, Starbucks, has done an exceptional job of generating tremendous allegiance among its
staff by training and nurturing workers who love their jobs and their coffee! How does a company
achieve that level of dedication in its employees?

The answer is simple: people respond accordingly when the brand’s identity is the central
focus of the organization, driven downward from the CEO. A company chief who takes the time
to clearly unearth the organization’s brand – that is, the company’s actual DNA, its completely unique
identity – and runs the company accordingly will be surrounded with loyal, hardworking zealots
who believe in the company as much as he or she does. 
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Raising the Bar
Avoid Lawsuits With Effective Employee Evaluations

Employees are the lifeblood of an organization and directly affect its success. While employers
desire the best from their workforce, how do they measure performance and enhance employees’
ability to contribute to the bottom line? With performance evaluations or appraisals. 

These important tools are designed to ensure that individuals perform at the level expected of
them. They can help organizations identify talent and their next crop of leaders while highlighting
areas in need of extra training and support. 

Evaluations help protect employers from lawsuits filed by workers who suffer an adverse employment
action (e.g., discharge, failure to promote, demotion) as a result of performance-related issues. In
contrast, poorly conducted performance evaluations can create legal liability. 

Performance evaluations can work to the serious detriment of a company if supervisors fail to
give them the attention they deserve and/or if they are not candid and give inflated evaluations,
thereby giving below-average employees an undeserved rating of satisfactory or better. 
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